
APPENDIX I

SUMMARY OF SWORN TO SILENCE

One morning with a cold temperature in a small town called Painters
Mill, several cows are facing a police car on patrol. TJ has an obstacle in front of
his car that drive slowly around the vast farmland. He finds it surprising that
there is a body inside the farm. Mona is a woman who helps in dealing with
large criminal cases in the city. She is called by TJ who was surprised by the
discovery of  the  corpse.  Kate  Burkholder,  who has  the  authority  as  head  of
police in Painters Mill, responded to the case with Dr Doc, who is a forensic
doctor  to  identify  victims  of  murder.  Doc  examined  the  female  victim  and
decided that the victim is the victim of a serial murder that had occurred sixteen
years ago. Kate's heavy duty with Glock, McCoy and other police members in
completing  murder  cases  and  finding  suspects.  Through  the  results  of
identification of female victims found in the middle of agricultural fields, Doc
decided that the victim was Amanda Horner. Mrs. Belinda Horner shocks and
cries when her beloved girl has died horribly because she has killed. Along with
Mrs. Belinda's husband, they cry with feeling very sorry because their girl  is
dead. Kate as head of the police began interrogating Mrs. Belinda by asking all
about Amanda. Donny Beck, who is suspected of being a suspect who killed
Amanda and explained to Amanda's parents that she also has raped before being
killed. The incident experienced by Amanda's family makes Kate feel that the
incident is the same as what she felt sixteen years ago. 

Busyness  is  felt  when  Mona  got  the  order  to  continue  to  provide
information about the whereabouts of suspects and murder cases with various
programs established by the government and the police. Kate gives Mona the
confidence to continue to find out about all those who are suspected of being
suspects and their  lives.  Kate continues to remember the events that she has
experienced when she was young. Kate visited her brother's house named Jacob.
He worked as a farmer in the straw fields he had worked with his father since
sixteen years ago. With great worry, Kate told that there are victims who died in
Jacob's  field.  She tries  to  recall  what  happened when the same murder  case
occurred when Jacob and Kate is  young.  Jacob suspects  this  to a man from



outside the Painters Mill named Daniel Lapp. Daniel Lapp is a farm worker who
has  worked  with  Kate's  family  sixteen  years  ago.  Lapp  had  a  very  nasty
character  to  Kate  when  she  is  young.  Kate  wanted  to  be  driven  to  a  place
suspected of being a Lapp hideout. Other police members such as TJ and Glock
are looking for strong evidence to the man named Spencer who is suspected of
being the last man with Amanda. The results of the interrogation point to a place
that has something to do with the DNA results from Glock and the place Spencer
and Amanda have visited.  The police share the task by going to a particular
shop. An experienced police detective has a big problem when he is exposed to a
drug case. John Tomasetti is a regretful person and decides to leave BCI, which
has a police officer in charge of investigating difficult cases. 

Kate  and  other  police  officers  held  a  press  conference  with  the
community  and  chairpersons  of  a  particular  organization.  The  results  of  the
investigation and evidence that is discovers and carries out by the police Painters
Mill became a press conference at a school. Tomasett's co-worker Denny tried to
return Tomasetti to BCI with the statement that Tomasetti was a great person in
investigating cases. The serial murder case became Kate's main job when Kate
and Jacob became people who has known the case sixteen years ago. It is in a
hay warehouse where Daniel Lapp had shot and hidden in the warehouse. They
find out whether Lapp is  alive or not.  When they does not  find Lapp in the
warehouse, Jacob and Kate felt guilty about what had happened sixteen years
ago. The conflict caused by Daniel Lapp make Kate's life even more frightening
until Kate became a police officer. With everything that happened, Kate find out
whether  the  killer  who  killed  Amanda  is  Lapp  or  Lapp has  die. Then  Kate
headed to the  Lapp family's  house and met  Lapp's  brother. Kate  confidently
asked a lot about Lapp's whereabouts and continued to find out about the murder
case  by using a  program from the  internet  in  terms  of  crime.  Big  problems
become things that must be solved by asking for help from other parties such as
city officials. Kate meets with the mayor of Painters Mill to tell how the process
and evidence of a murder case in the town of Painters Mill. After everything is
over, Sarah  is  Kate's  sister  reporting  a  suspicious  person in  front  of  Sarah's
house. Sarah is scares and guesses that the person who surrounded Sarah's house
is Lapp. The incident is examined and investigated by Kate. After a while, the
man  named  Scott  Brower  is  suspected  of  being  Amanda's  murder  suspect
because he is where Amanda is kill or when the incident occurs. He is a very
rude person and tries to fight Kate and Glock when they want to interrogate



Scott. Finally, Scott gave up and is taken by Glock to be examined at the police
station.

There are two students named Ronnie and Jess. They planned something
not to go to school so they could date and go to the hotel. They ignored their
parents and decided to leave home to be able to date at the hotel. However, when
they are at the hotel, Ronnie and Jess are surprised to see the bodies of women in
the  hotel,  after  which  they  called  the  police  to  examine  and investigate  the
victims. The case is even more difficult until the police named Detrick cames to
help Glock in examining the body of the woman. Then Kate meet with Tomasetti
who  found  another  job  that  is  to  help  find  the  whereabouts  of  the  suspect.
Tomasetti, Kate, and other police members held a press conference at a school in
the Mill Painters. With new victims, Doc explained that the new victim has the
same scars and signs of rape as Amanda. Suspects use electric weapons to kill
the victims cruelly. With a lot of evidence, then the press conference began with
the officials who came. The results of the investigation and discovery of new
victims are delivered at a press conference and guests who arrives at six o'clock
in the evening.

When the press conference went on, came two people named Ezra and
Bonnie reported to Kate that their sisters named Ellen had disappeared when she
went to Ruth house. Tomasetti and Kate then searched to find the whereabouts of
Ellen who is kidnapped by a murder suspect allegedly. When the cow is find in
the hotel is identified, it turned out that the murder victim is named Ellen who
has kidnapped by the suspect. Tomasetti's success in finding Ellen make Kate
want to work again with Tomasetti in finding murder suspects. Kate kepp asking
about Tomasetti's background to his family. Kate and Tomasetti's closeness make
them even  more  convinced  to  find  murder  suspects  at  the  Painters  Mill.  A
surprising  thing  happened  when  there  is  paper  containing  mysterious
information. Fill the paper asking Kate to go to a place where Amanda is kill.
When Kate arrived there, suddenly a group of people unknown attacks Kate until
Kate  fell  and  injured.  The  police  until  Tomasetti  continued  to  work  harder
looking for clues from every action taken by the suspect. The police arrested the
man suspected of being a Slaughterhouse gang, the name of a suspected serial
killer. Police  in a small  house arrest  the man named Lawney Starkey. He is
interrogated  by  the  police  to  find  clues  and  admitted  that  he  is  the  murder
suspect, but he does not acknowledge and knew nothing about the murder and
beatings of Kate. In a school where there are small children who want to go



home, suddenly an ice truck containing the body of a woman shocks the child.
Pete and Louis who knew about this then reported to Kate who is at the bar with
Tomasetti.  Pete  and other  members  examined the murder  victim.  The victim
does  not  have  internal  organs;  the  incident  made  Kate  and  the  other  police
curious and tried to teach the perpetrator who allegedly used a Yamaha-branded
snowmobile vehicle. After being examined, the victim named Belinda is Sheriff
Norm's daughter. Norm and his wave are very sad and blamed the incident on
Kate. Norm as an indecisive and unprofessional police officer judges Kate. The
conflict between Norm and Kate make Kate very sorry.

Then Kate went to Sarah's house to ask again about the whereabouts of
Daniel Lapp who is suspect of being a murder suspect. Kate asks to Sarah about
Lapp, because Sarah who see Daniel Lapp's process brought by his father to a
hole in the hay barn. After that, Kate immediately rushed to the hole to find out
the whereabouts of Lapp. With fear, Kate hopes Daniel Lapp is die and not kill
Amanda, belinda and others. Kate is afraid if Lapp still alive and everything is
revealed because Kate had killed Lapp sixteen years ago. When Kate arrived in a
dark, cable-filled room, Tomasetti  suddenly appeared and shocked Kate. Kate
tried to hide Lapp so that the culture of the Amish who is closed and not modern
damaged due to Kate's  actions that  killed Lapp. Kate shot  Daniel  Lapp who
made conflicts in Kate’s family when she was still a child. Tomasetti tried to
keep asking about the incident sixteen years ago. Kate believes that when she
was still  a child,  Lapp is killed by a shot from her father's  shotgun.  For the
incident, Kate's family from the Amish tribe who is known for its non-chaotic
nature felt guilty for Kate's actions. That way, Kate's family tried to hide Lapp's
corpse in a hole. News about Lapp's death and disappearance is not published
because Kate's family was afraid of violating the Amish culture, because Lapp
came from Amish too. After the incident, there were no more murder cases for
the next sixteen years. Kate is also very sure that Lapp is still alive with the
existence of traces of violence and rape that were similar to those suffered by
Amanda and other victims. Kate thinks that Lapp survives and in the case of
Amanda, it is not because of Lapp, but someone else who has a weapon while
Lapp does not have a weapon.   Kate also thinks that she killed the wrong man
because it can be seen from the former rape that is different from Lapp when he
raped Kate. This ensures that the murder that occurred to Amanda is not Lapp
but is another suspect using a weapon. Kate is convinced that the serial killer
that happened was not because of Lapp, but there is another person who tried to



make a social conflict in the Amish tribe. Then Kate and Tomasetti continued to
look for evidence of events carried out by Lapp in the previous year. However,
Janine and Auggie get assault from serial killer/slaughterhouse. Kate has gone
awry because Janine thinks that Kate is not a firm and professional police chief.
This make Kate feel guilty and regretted all the conflicts that occurred between
the police in her life.

When Kate returned to the house with great remorse, she begin looking
for murder cases that occurred in the previous year. She wanted to find a murder
case similar  to  what  is  experienced by Amanda with rape scars.  When Kate
looked for a case on the web, Mona and Detrick reported that they are found a
lot of blood in a farmhouse belonging to Jonas Heusbeger who was an Amish
citizen. When Kate and another police officer checked the blood, it turned out
that blood is found in the type of O blood that is the same as Amanda's. Kate
tries to calm down and is sure that Jonas is not the serial killer. For these difficult
events, Kate and Tomasetti talked about their interesting past. Tomasetti told all
about his family that they are killed because they are killed and burned by a
sadistic group called Vespian. Tomasetti is very angry and make a big conflict
with Vespian's group. After the incident Kate is convinced that evil people are
numerous and unpredictable. For the case of blood at Jonas' residence, Kate then
interrogated Jonas about the blood. However, Kate still believes that he is not a
killer because Jonas is a good person when Kate was a child. VICAP is a police
site that can find out about a crime that occurred a few years ago. After finding
the  case  that  occurred  last  year,  there  is  a  very  suspicious  person,  Sheriff
Detrick, who has the same characteristics as the killer in the previous year. After
finding these traits, Kate rushed to Jonas's house to see what Detrick is doing.
Jonas  who  has  incited  to  commit  suicide  by  Detrick  cancelled  the  action.
Detrick's crime is discovers when Jonas explained that Detrick has acted harshly
on Jonas. Detrick blames Kate by slandering that Kate is not a great cop and
only likes to get drunk. Kate is in great danger until she is kidnapped by Detrick
to a remote house. With Kate's intelligence, she can tell Tomasetti that Detrick is
a murder suspect with a lot of evidence in a hiding house.

Mona and Glock informed Tomasetti  that Kate has kidnapped by the
cruel Detrick. tomasetti then rushed to find Kate by going to Detrick's house.
However, Tomasetti does not find Detrick at a Detrick's house. Tomasetti entered
the house and saw some surprising evidence and facts in the form of accessories
belonging to the victim and many clothes, it is clear that Detrick is the murderer



who killed  Amanda  and others.  Detrick  who  is  very  cruel  and  continued to
slander Kate, she is hit  with a blow to the threat of being killed by Detrick.
However,  not  long  after,  Tomasetti  came  and  immediately  shot  Detrick  and
called  Glock  to  help  Tomasetti. Detrick  is  hit  by  a  gunshot  which  made  it
difficult for him to walk and finally he is taken for questioning. Kate's courage
and  honesty  make  all of her  friends  feel  proud  and  apologize  for  all  the
accusations that are not good for Kate. Tomasetti fells proud of Kate's courage
and intelligence because she manage to find out the serial killers who makes
social conflicts at Painters Mill. 
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